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For the sales professional with more energy than experience and more ambition than knowledge, the fast lane to success can be riddled with potholes. But the last thing these go-getters want to do is get bogged down with some huge book of sales techniques.

The Instant Sales Pro offers instead a quick yet comprehensive guide to the basics of successful selling: prospecting, getting on the customer’s wavelength, dealing with objections, negotiation, closing the sale, and more. Readers will learn every step of the sales process, starting with sales letters and cold calls, as well as how to sell to different personalities, use technology, troubleshoot problems, and plan and manage a territory.

The Instant Sales Pro is designed for easy access, with all the information presented in short chapters and bullet points. There’s no complicated theory, no magic formula. There are just hundreds of great tips for turning any sales rep into a sales professional—instantly.

 About the Author 

Cy Charney is president of Charney Associates, a consulting firm that helps organizations and individuals maximize performance. He is the author of The Manager’s Tool Kit and The Trainer’s Tool Kit.
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Cfengine 3 Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2011


	This book starts off with step-by-step instructions for installing and configuring the CFEngine

	server and clients, and then moves on to configuring systems using CFEngine scripts. The

	author then walks you through the policy decision flow as well as conducting system and

	security audits.
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PHP in Action: Objects, Design, AgilityManning Publications, 2007
To keep programming productive and enjoyable, state-of-the-art practices and principles are essential. Object-oriented programming and design help manage complexity by keeping components cleanly separated. Unit testing helps prevent endless, exhausting debugging sessions. Refactoring keeps code supple and readable. PHP offers all this-and more....
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Supramolecular Chemistry - Fundamentals and Applications: Advanced TextbookSpringer, 2006

	The fundamentals of "supramolecular chemistry" to the latest developments on the subject are covered by this book. It sets out to explain the topic in a relatively easy way. The basic concepts of molecular recognition chemistry are included. Molecules with fascinating shapes and functions such as fullerenes, carbon nanotubes,...
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Neural Network Programming with JavaPackt Publishing, 2016

	Create and unleash the power of neural networks by implementing professional Java code


	About This Book

	
		Learn to build amazing projects using neural networks including forecasting the weather and pattern recognition
	
		Explore the Java multi-platform feature to run your personal neural...
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Beginning iPad Application DevelopmentWrox Press, 2010

	A hands-on approach to iPad application development


	Beginning iPad Application Development is written to help jumpstart beginning iPad developers. It covers the various topics in such a manner that you will progressively learn without being overwhelmed by the details. It adopts the philosophy that the best way to...
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What School Leaders Need to Know About Digital Technologies and Social MediaJossey-Bass, 2011

	Educational technology experts explain how to best integrate technology into K-12 schools, from blogs, wikis and podcasts to online learning, open-source courseware, and educational gaming to social networking, online mind-mapping, and using mobile phones.
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